REGISTER NOW!
TO GET A JUMP-START ON MATH FOR HIGH SCHOOL

This 10-week-long, online high school algebra program is a supplement to students’ 8th grade algebra experience. The supplement reinforces the specific algebra skills required for successful completion of Marian’s freshman math placement exam in April. With successful performance on this placement exam, a 9th grader can test into Geometry at Marian.

Program is $200, includes:

• Three face to face sessions with Marian algebra faculty, including an orientation meeting, a midpoint exam and a final exam (qualifier for Geometry, if interested)
• Online video and written lessons tailored to Marian algebra curriculum and freshman math placement exam
• Weekly online, self-corrected practice problems with keys and solution guides
• A total of 5 instructor-corrected progress assessment (exams) with personalized feedback and study suggestions from Marian algebra faculty

Program runs January – April
FOR CURRENT 8TH GRADE ALGEBRA STUDENTS

Program is a 10-week online supplement. It is not a class and does not replace 8th or 9th grade algebra.

Created exclusively for young women seeking extra preparation for the Marian math placement exam.

Stacey Cushman, Academic Dean | cushmans@marian-hs.org
Daniel Barkley, Math Department Chair | barkleyd@marian-hs.org